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Outline 
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  Two main approaches to privacy in technology: 
 Data Protection Technologies 
  Privacy Enhancing Technologies 

  Anonymity technologies + protection against traffic analysis 
  Identification +data minimization 

  Summary and conclusions 



Perspectives on privacy 
  Popular definitions: 

  “The right to be let alone” 
  “Informational self-determination” 
  “The freedom from unreasonable constraints on the 

construction of one's own identity” 
  Solove:  

  identifies 16 privacy threats relating to information 
collection, processing, dissemination, and invasion 

  Technical privacy properties: 
 Anonymity, Pseudonymity, Unlinkability, Unobservability, 

Plausible deniability (OTR), Location privacy… 
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Data protection 
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 Data collected for specific and legitimate 
purposes 

 Proportional: adequate, relevant and not 
excessive (data minimization) 

 With the subject’s awareness and consent 
 Data subject’s right to access, correct, delete her 

data 
 Data security 

 Integrity, confidentiality of the data 
  Identified or identifiable person -- does not apply to 

“anonymous” data! 



Assumptions 
  Collection and processing of personal information by 

organizations is useful and necessary  
 Hospitals: health records 
  Businesses: purchase records 
 Tax authorities: tax records 

  Organizations have an interest in providing reliable services 
and protecting user privacy 
 The organization is “trusted” to, eg, respect the preferences 

expressed in privacy settings 

  Privacy problems arise when personal information is misused 
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Goals 
  Providing individuals with means to control the use of their 

information 
  Informed consent, privacy settings 

  Providing organizations with means to 
  define and enforce data security policies  
  prevent / detect the (ab)use of personal information for 

unauthorized purposes 
  “accountability” 
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Data protection technologies 
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  System model 
 Data subject provides her data 
 Data controller responsible (trusted) for its protection 

  One or several data processors 

  Threat model 
  External parties, errors, malicious insider 

subject 
data 

controller 

internet 

processors 



Data protection technologies 
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  Controller/processors: main “users” of these technologies 
  Policies, access control, audits (accountability) 

subject 
controller 

internet 
security/privacy 



Privacy settings 
  Means for the user to specify her privacy preferences 
  Many proposed technologies aim at making it easier for users 

to configure these settings 
  default “suites” of privacy settings 
  privacy wizards that automate the configuration of settings 

  Note: the enforcement of the policy (settings) is done by the 
organization 
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Purpose-based access control 
  Policy that establishes who can access which information  

  specifies which are the allowed uses of collected information 

  Policy enforcement 
  Ensure that the purpose of a data access is compliant with the 

policy 
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Auditing 
  Verify that the policies are being respected 
  Mechanism:  

  log the data access and processing operations 
  examine those logs to detect policy violations 

  Proposals to  generate auditing specifications that produce 
logs that are both minimal and sufficient for the audit 

  Note: this may even enable additional privacy violations (that 
involve exploiting the information in the logs) 
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Data protection technologies 
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  Data subject has already lost control of her data 
  In practice, very difficult for data subject to verify how her data 

is collected and processed 

controller 

internet 



Data protection technologies 
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  Data subject has already lost control of her data 
  In practice, very difficult for data subject to verify how her data 

is collected and processed: organizations are opaque 
 Need to trust data controllers (honesty, competence) and hope 

for the best 

controller 

internet 

TRUST 



Problems of data protection 
technologies 
  Data minimization (proportionality) often ignored 
  Informed consent? 

  Privacy policies long and difficult to understand 
  Complex systems, difficult to understand potential abuses 
  Lack of choice 

  Trust assumptions may not be realistic 
  Incompetence 
  Incentives?  
 Cost of securing the data 
  Purpose (function creep) 
 Malicious insiders  
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Problems of data protection 
technologies 
  Technologically enforced? 

  Like security, privacy must be technologically supported 
  Technology must provide assurances where possible 

  Laws are necessary but not sufficient to protect privacy/
security. 
  Example: legal interception interface abuse  

  Privacy/security needs cannot just be satisfied with good 
intentions. 

  How can you check that your data is not being abused? 
  Weak enforcement, low penalties 
  No protection for “anonymous” data 
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Privacy Enhancing Technologies 
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  System model 
  Subject provides as little data as possible 

  Reduce as much as possible the need to “trust” other entities 
  Threat model 

  Strategic adversary with certain resources motivated to breach 
privacy (similar to security systems) 

  Adversarial environment: communication provider, data holder 



Assumptions 
  Lack of transparency and DP enforcement: Once the data is under the 

control of an organization it is very difficult for individuals to verify how their 
data is actually being used. 

  Misalignment of incentives: Organizations that collect and process user 
data are not necessarily competent and honest, security is expensive 
  Incentives to amass and use personal data for financial gain (without regard for 

users’ privacy concerns 
  Large number of reported privacy breaches (due to a lack of appropriate data 

security practices) 

  Placing high levels of trust in organizations should be avoided whenever 
possible, as it leaves individuals vulnerable 
  Note: the lack of trust may refer to the difficulty of securing the technical 

infrastructure rather than generalized paranoia (“everybody is evil”) 
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Goals 
  Create an individual autonomous sphere free from intrusions 

from both an overbearing state (possibly in collusion with 
corporations) and from the pressure of social norms 
  Inspired by the definition of privacy as “the right to be let 

alone” [WarrenBrandeis1890]  

  Disclosure of information is BY DEFAULT 
prevented, or information is minimally disclosed in 
a way that cannot be linked back to the individual 
  Individuals may still disclose information voluntarily to others 
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Two main strategies 
  Anonymity 

  Service provider can observe access to the service 
  Cannot observe the identity of the user 

  Oblivious Transfer (OT) / Private Information Retrieval (PIR) 
  Service provider can identify user 
  Cannot observe details of the access to the service 

  Which records were accessed 
  Which search keywords were used 
  Which content was downloaded 
  … 

  All parties have assurance that the other participants in the 
protocol are cannot cheat 

  Other approaches: obfuscation 
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PETs to achieve anonymity 
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Authentication 
  Entity authentication often first step of a transaction 

  Makes sense in an organizational environment (government, 
military, even commercial) 
  ...but what if there is no closed group (e.g., the Internet)?  

  Linkability of (all) transactions performed in different 
contexts 
  Private authentication: hide against 3rd parties (Just Fast Keying) 
 Anonymous credentials:  protect against everybody 
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Idea behind credentials 
  Many transactions involve attribute certificates 

  ID docs: state certifies name, birth dates, address 
  Student card:  university certifies enrolment 
 Club membership: club certifies membership 

  Do you want to show all attributes for each transaction? 

  Credential:  token certifying attributes 
  Prover proves to the Verifier that she holds a credential with certain 

properties certified by the Issuer 
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Properties 
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  Cryptographic protocols between <Issuer, Prover, Verifier> 
  Prover can prove that he holds a credential with certain attributes 
  or any expression on them (simple arithmetic, boolean) (e.g. age<14 

and country= Belgium) 

  Unforgeability and Privacy 
  Verifier gains no more information: One party proves to 

another that a statement is true, without revealing anything 
other than the veracity of the statement. 

  Secure even if Issuer and Verifier collude (single/multiple 
show) 



PKI vs Anonymous Credentials 
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Signed by a trusted issuer 
Certification of attributes 
Authentication (secret key) 
Double-signing detection 

No data minimization 
Users are identifiable 
Users can be tracked 

(Signature linkable to other 
contexts where PK is used) 

Signed by a trusted issuer 
Certification of attributes 
Authentication (secret key) 
Double-signing detection 

Data minimization  
Users are anonymous 
Users are unlinkable in 

different contexts 

PKI Anonymous credentials 



Anonymous e-cash 
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  Secure and private payments 
  Cannot forge money or payments 
  with the anonymity of cash 
  Not just cash: cinema or transport tickets 

  Anonymous credentials can provide this 
  The bank certifies I have one euro 
  Payment: prover shows the credential, verifier 

accepts it 
  Verifier goes to the bank to deposit the coin 

  Security properties: 
  Unforgeability 
  Privacy (for payer) 
  Double spending prevention! 



Example application: e-petitions 

  Formal requests addressed to an authority and signed by numerous 
individuals  

  Typically citizens provide 
  Unique identifier (name, national ID number) 
  Signature 

  Verification: 
  Validating that the signatures  correspond to the identifiers 
  Discarding multiple/invalid signatures 

  Benefits of going electronic: 
  Many resources are needed in order to physically collect the signatures  
  Manual signature verification is a costly and tedious process 
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The straightforward e-petition 
implementation 

  Have users sign the petitions with their e-ID 
1.  Select petition 
2.  Sign using the e-ID (2-factor authentication) 
3.  Check that the petition has not yet been signed  with that e-ID 
4.  Count (or discard) the signature 

  Privacy risks 
  Leak sensitive information on political beliefs, religious inclinations, 

etc.  
  Through unique identifiers, petition signatures can be linked to other 

data 
  Because of the properties of digital systems (replicability, 

distribution, searchability, ease of distribution), the privacy risks of e-
petitions are much higher than those of paper-based petitions 
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e-petition requirements 
  Basic requirements 

 Authentication: citizen is who claims to be (i.e., no 
impersonation) 

 Required attributes: citizen is entitled to sign (e.g., age ≥ 18 
and nationality ∈ EU) 

 Uniqueness: citizens sign a petition only once 
 Correctness: all valid signatures are counted 

  Privacy requirements 
 Citizen unlinkable to petition (i.e., not possible to identify who 

are the signers) 
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Citizen 

Petition 
server 

Credential show  
+ 

Petition signing 

Count signature and store 
transcript 

Multiple 
signing? 

No 

Yes 
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Properties 
  Only citizens entitled to sign can do so 

  Possession of e-ID + knowledge of PIN 
  Attribute verification (e.g., age, locality) 
  One credential per citizen 

  Citizens can sign only once (multiple signing is detectable 
so that repeated signatures can be deleted) 

  Collusion of credential issuer and e-Petition server does 
not reveal the identity of a signer 

  Need for anonymous communication channel to preserve 
privacy properties 
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Protection against traffic analysis 
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Communication infrastructure 
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  Applications assume that the communication channels are secured / 
maintain privacy properties 
  Example: previous protocols are useless if the adversary can link transactions 

based on traffic data (e.g., IP address) 
  Data confidentiality and integrity: same as traditional security 
  Confidentiality of identities (anonymity) and relations  (unlinkability):  

  Cryptographically: credential protocols 
  Network: protection against traffic analysis 



Anonymous communications 
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  Anonymity / unlinkability not provided by default by the 
communication infrastructure 

  Traffic data (origin, destination, time, volume): side channel 
information 
  Less volume than content:  coarser, but highly valuable information 
  Formats that are easy to process for machines 
  Hard to conceal 
  Can be used to select targets for more intensive surveillance 
  “Traffic analysis, not cryptanalysis, is the backbone of communications 

intelligence” 
  Adversarial:  

  Third party with access to the communication channels 
  Recipient: adversarial or trusted (subject can authenticate over the 

anonymous channel) 



Anonymous communications: 
abstract model 
  Objective: hide the identity of the sender (or receiver, or 

both) 

  Make the bit patterns of inputs and outputs different (bitwise 
unlinkability) 

  Destroy the timing characteristics (traffic analysis resistance) 
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Onion encryption 
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Onion routing 
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TOR – adversary model 
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Identification + data minimization 
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Oblivious Transfer (OT)  

  A inputs two information items, B inputs the index of one of A’s 
items 

  B learns his chosen item, A learns nothing 
  A does not learn which item B has chosen;  
  B does not learn the value of the item that he did not choose 

  Generalizes M instead of 2, etc. 
  Example: retrieving location-based content 
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Buying digital content 
  Identify customer, but conceal which information item is retrieved 
  Pre-paid system 
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Private Search 
  Alice stores documents 
  Bob wants to retrieve documents matching some keywords 
  Properties: 

  Bob gets documents containing the keywords 
  Alice does not learn Bob’s keywords 
  Alice does not learn the results of the search 

Bob Alice  
2. Filter 

3. Buffer matching documents 

1. Dictionary keywords 
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Electronic Toll Pricing 
  Differentiated payment for mobility: Congestion pricing 

 Users will pay depending on their use of the car and roads 

"   European Electronic Toll Service (EETS) Decision (Oct 2009)  

"   Defines EETS architecture and interfaces  

"   Member states should implement it in the coming years 
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EETS straightforward implementation 

GPS 

Toll Service 
Provider 

Bill 

Toll 
Charger Payment 

Data 
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OBU 
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Privacy for Electronic Toll 
Pricing 
  Privacy issues? 

  Pay as you drive 
  Fine grained GPS data allows for inferences 

  What data is necessary? 
  Final fee that the user must pay to the provider/government 
 This is the actual purpose of the whole system – and not collecting 

everyone’s detailed location data 
  Enormous reduction of risk and cost by eliminating the need to store all 

the raw data 

  Legal / service integrity issues 
 Actors must not be able to cheat 
 Actors must be held liable when misusing the system 
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Privacy-Friendly Electronic Toll Pricing 
  No personal data leaves the domain of the user 

GPS 

Toll Service 
Provider 

Encrypted GPS 
data 

Post 

Bill 
Tariff 

Updates 

Final fee 
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OBU 
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Enforcement 
  OBU in hands of the user 

  Incentive to cheat (paying less) 
  Even if the box is tamper-resistant, the input is easy to spoof 

  We need to: 
 Detect vehicles with inactive OBUs 
 Detect vehicles reporting false location data 
 Detect vehicles using incorrect road prices 
 Detect vehicles reporting false final fees 
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Non-Interactive Commitment 
Schemes 

Where you at….? 

HIDING PROPERTY 

BINDING PROPERTY 

SKOBU PKOBU SKTSP PKTSP 

00u00 – 07u00 · · · · · · · · · 22u00 – 00u00 
Highway p1 · · · · · · · · · p2 

Primary p3 · · · · · · · · · p4 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Residential pn-1 · · · · · · · · · pn SKTSP 

p1 
SKOBU 

p1 SKOBU 

SKOBU p1 
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Homomorphic commitments 

48 

  The content of the vaults can be added up without being 
known 

p1 

p2 

p3 

1 

2 

3 

fee 
fee fee fee 

fee 
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Does not reveal 
information about 
the trajectory 

Cannot be 
changed 

How does it work? 

Toll Service 
Provider 

Toll Charger 

+ Pos  + Time 

+ Pos + Time + auth 

Confirmation 

OBU License Plate Reader 
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What can we prove? 
  OBU was active 

  A commitment with the committed location and time must be available 

  OBU used correct prices 
  Prices in the table signed by Toll Service Provider 
  Check correct pricing upon commitment opening 

  OBU was at reported location 
  Compare photo location with committed location 

  OBU made correct operations 
  Homomorphic commitments: prices in the “vaults” can be added to verify 

that they correspond to the reported final fee without being opened 
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To summarize…  
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Main characteristics of DP 
technologies 
  Privacy is defined as the ability to determine acceptable data 

collection and usage, which is articulated through policies 
  policies defined by the user (settings) 
  policies defined by the organization 
  Limitation: no emphasis on technically minimizing data collection – 

does not preempt the creation of large databases 
  The organization is trusted to enforce the policies through access 

control mechanisms 
  Limitation:  no protection guarantees towards organizations that 

want to violate user privacy by abusing the data that they hold 
  Mimicry of off-line bureaucracy in digital systems 

  Often ignoring the properties of digital systems 
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Main characteristics of PETs 
  Privacy notions are predefined as properties that are hard-coded in the 

technology itself 
  The goal of the technology is then to ensure that these formally defined privacy 

properties hold 
  Limitation: narrow privacy definitions 

  Focus on preventing data disclosure 
  mitigate privacy risks by enabling services and functionalities while minimizing data 

disclosure beyond what seems intuitively possible 
  once data is disclosed it is hard to prevent privacy abuses - data cannot be abused for 

privacy invasive purposes if it has not been previously made available 
  Limitation: no protection once data is disclosed – disclosure is sometimes 

desirable and/or necessary 
  Minimize the need to trust others with appropriately handling identifiable and 

linkable data 
  while still guaranteeing other security properties such as service integrity 
  thorough security analysis that considers strategic adversarial behavior and verifies that 

the system provides the claimed privacy and security properties 
  Limitations: direct conflict with business models based on extracting 

value from data; transfers the trust to the technology   
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Deployment 
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  Data protection technologies 
 Compliance is a strong driver 
 Hidden costs of securing large databases 

  Privacy Enhancing Technologies 
 Can reconcile aggressive data minimization and service integrity 

guarantees  
 Active research, lots of proposed solutions 
  Poor deployment  



Conclusions 
  Privacy is a broad and subjective concept that can be defined in many 

different ways 
  not evident what sort of protection is offered by a specific technology.  

  Questions you should ask when considering a privacy technology: 
  What is the implicit or explicit definition of the “privacy problem” that is 

addressed by the technology?  
  Who defines what privacy is?  
  What are the trust assumptions (both relating to the technical 

infrastructures available and to the behaviour of the entities involved in the 
system)?  

  What are the threats considered (e.g., is the technology designed to 
protect against surveillance by the government, against profiling by an 
organization, or against disclosure to the broader public)?  

  What is the level of assurance provided by the privacy technology – does it 
provide technical mechanisms that are verified through a security analysis?  

  What is the scope of the solution and what are the orthogonal aspects that 
are left out of the scope? 
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Thanks ! 
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http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~cdiaz/ 


